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When two do the same…: 
Comparative analysis of  
the EU and Czech drug 
strategies from 2005 
onwards
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Comparative analysis of documents defining both the EU and Czech drug 

policies from 2005 onwards has been made. The main evaluation criteria used 

were consistence and relevance of both texts to the recent evidence available. 

Comparison has been made using the following questions: (1) How is the ‘drugs 

problem’ defined? (2) How comprehensive is the policy definition? (3) How do 

the main aims correspond to the declared principles and evidence?, and (4) 

What priority do the  policy-makers attribute to drug policy?

Analysis suggests that the politicisation of drug policy and various interests 

of key players in the Czech as well as EU ‘drug arena’ can lead to inner in-

consistencies in both documents and to the formulation of unachievable or 

immeasurable aims. This can make drug policy non-trustworthy in the eyes of 

experts as well as the lay public.
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